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I’m going to record this Webinar because, you know, a lot of people cannot come to the live
Webinar so I want everyone to be able to get this information and hear these questions and
answers so I’m recording this one because you guys are great. We always get fantastic people;
especially for these European Webinars.
So let’s start. So today right now it’s in the afternoon in San Francisco. This is my second
Webinar today. I did one earlier this morning. If you came to the morning one, maybe I was a
little bit less energetic; a little bit more sleepy because it was very early for me.
But right now I feel fantastic. Afternoon – woo hoo! It’s sunny. We have a great day in San
Francisco. I’m not whispering I’m shouting so I hope you can hear me. I’ll try to talk loudly.
Alright.
So turn up your sound on your computer to the maximum. Alright and let’s see I’ve got to get
this chat so I can read your questions here. Just let me get ready. Okay. So it’s time to answer
some questions.
Now first today I’m going to answer two kinds of questions. Now it says “A.J. you’re shouting.”
Okay. Some people say I’m too quiet and other people say I’m too loud. I don’t know. So
change your sound on your computer for the correct sound. Sorry. Okay.
And plus I normally shout anyway. I have a lot of energy. So here we go. Today I will talk
about two topics; two questions. Remember today I’m only answering questions today – just
questions; questions and answers. Yay!
So #1 I will answer questions about Power English – my new Power English lesson – because
my sister – you know my sister, she answers a lot of the e-mails and she called me a couple days
ago and she told me, “A.J. so many people that are e-mailing, they’re asking questions about
Power English. When is it coming? What is in Power English? Can I buy them right now?”
So she wanted me to answer all these questions so today I will answer those questions about
Power English so everyone just relax. We’re getting a lot of these comments and questions about
Power English so relax I’m going to talk about it today.
#2 I will also answer general questions about learning English. So first let me answer just a
couple questions about Power English. I know we have a lot of common questions. And then I
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will answer general questions. So first are the powerful lessons going to talk about emotions and
stuff like that? That question is from Alberto Solito. I hope that’s the correct pronunciation.
Absolutely correct. Yes. So the Power English lessons – well first of all they have the same kind
of audio lessons as my original lessons. So Power English they will have vocabulary lessons;
audio vocabulary – you learn with your ears. And there will be a main article – audio article –
and there will be a mini story of course. Always have the mini stories. And most of them also
will have the point of view grammar stories.
So all that together in one set. So that’s the same as my original lessons. So how are they
different? Well there’s a few differences between my original lessons and these new Power
English lessons and as Alberto Solito asked or said one difference is the topics.
In Power English the topics – the main article topics – they’re all about powerful emotions or
success in your life or how to have a great healthy life or how to be more energetic. So it’s all
these really great topics. Very, very strong positive topics.
So my idea was I want to teach you two things at the same time. Of course I’m teaching you to
speak automatic English; effortless English. Speak quickly, easily, automatically all the time. I
always do that. But I also wanted to teach you how to have a great life.
Because on our member forums for example I realize that a lot of students have problems with
their motivation. They have a good method, they’re very intelligent – all our members very, very
smart people; very intelligent people, mostly very professional people. But motivation is
sometimes a problem – feeling tired, feeling bored, feeling stress, feeling nervous or just wanted
more success in life.
So I thought with Power English I will bring the two together. I will teach both. Great speaking,
powerful speaking and also the topics will be very strong, very positive. I will give you a lot
more energy. I will give you a lot more success in all of your life. So that is one of the big
important things about Power English that I love.
I really love these topics. They are great topics. I think these are the best lessons I have ever
done in my life. So these are really, really great and I hope you’re gonna love them. I think you
will.
Another thing – another difference – someone asked about what’s the difference between the
regular ones and the new Power English. Well another difference is Power English will have
over one hour of video lessons. So you have 30 lesson sets – 30 audio lesson sets. And again
sets – each set has three or four or more individuals lessons so that’s like, I don’t know, 120
lessons or more audio.
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Plus I decided to add some video and these are – I’m calling these my Quick Start Action
Vocabulary video lessons and I did them last week – a video guy came to my apartment and we
made the action vocabulary videos. And these videos will help you start Power English very fast
because these action vocabulary videos, they help you to learn some of the new vocabulary very,
very fast, very, very quickly.
So when you start the audio lessons you are ready. You understand very quickly and you learn
much faster. So that’s very exciting for me, these new videos for Power English. So that’s one
of the great things about Power English. I added over one hour of video lessons. Yay! So I hope
you like that.
You can look at me – we can jump around. It’s very fun. It’s action vocabulary so lots of
moving. You’re learning the vocabulary with movement, with motion, with action. So the
videos are fun. Okay someone says, “I want to get the new Power English lessons right now.”
From Chris Cute.
Well I know. So this is – a lot of people are e-mailing me and saying, “I want them now! I want
them now!” But they’re not quite ready. So I just finished these videos but now I have to send
the videos to somebody so they can do the text. That’s another great thing about Power English.
Everything will have text; reading. Everything.
So in my original lessons it’s only the main articles and also the mini stories for levels one and
two. But Power English – everything will have text. The vocabulary will have text. The main
articles, the mini stories, the point of view, the videos, the commentaries – everything will have
text so you can read. Anytime you don’t understand you can read the text for everything.
But I’m waiting for the text. I don’t do that myself. My typing is too slow. So I send this to a
professional – to this woman – a professional woman. She listens to the videos and she types
them. So we’re waiting.
Also I have another surprise coming. Another surprise. I’m going to add something else –
another bonus – to Power English but I’m not going to tell you now because we’re working on it
now so I’m still working on this new, big bonus. It’s a surprise. I will e-mail you soon and tell
you about it so a little more time.
Right now I’m planning for July 17th – 1 – 7. July 17th I’m planning to do a special one-day sale
so this will be one day you can get Power English at a very cheap, very, very cheap price, a very
good discount.
And somebody asked – let me look here. Somebody wants to know how much. How much will
the Power English lessons cost? Good question also. They will be more expensive. More than
my original lessons. Why? Well, because of the video really. Because we’re adding a lot more
stuff.
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We’re adding a lot more text and I have to pay someone to do that. It’s kind of expensive. And
then also I’m adding these videos. So over one hour of videos plus another great bonus that’s
coming soon. So the normal price for Power English will be probably $150.00 and that’s really
kind of a discount price also.
So $150.00. Now good news – we’re changing. We’re changing our payment system. Before
we had PayPal. A lot of people don’t like PayPal. So we have a new system now for paying for
the lessons. And this new system we can do small payments. So these lessons are more
expensive - $150.00 – but you will be able to do small payments.
For example you can do three payments - $50.00 each. So pay $50.00, one month later pay
$50.00 again and finally one month later pay $50.00. $150.00 total but you can pay just a little
bit each month for three months. But don’t worry you get the lessons immediately. I trust you. I
know that everybody will love them and I know that everybody will pay me all three payments.
I’m not worried. I love you guys; you’re great. I totally trust my members. You’re fantastic. So
I think this will help – these smaller payments. You can make three payments. So yes they’re a
little more expensive but again you can make three smaller payments so fantastic. So again
about July 17th.
I know everybody – my members know sometimes I’m a little late. I’m always trying to add
more stuff and I want to make them better and better so I will try. I promise I will try July 17th.
And just that one day it’ll be a special price – less than $150.00 but only that one day.
Okay so let’s see. Now let me answer some more of your questions. Oh good. Somebody sent a
video to members at effortlessenglish.org. Waiting for the winners. Yes I have a video contest
and the winners get my lessons for free. Cool. So I will choose the winners this week, okay?
My sister actually has those videos so she will send them to me this week and I will choose the
winners. So yay! And then again on July 17th a one-day special sale – big discount – less then
$150.00. I’m not sure how much exactly. I’ll send an e-mail to you soon.
Okay let me answers some more of your questions. Okay this is a great question. What is going
to be the level of the new lessons? This is Derek – Derek87. What are the levels of the new
lessons? Okay The new lessons will be intermediate and advanced. Intermediate and advanced.
So beginning kind of high intermediate probably and advanced.
But I made those videos – the Quick Start videos to help people. If you’re low intermediate level
it’s okay. You can use the video lessons first, then you will be ready for the audio lessons. So
again they’re basically intermediate and advanced level. Not for beginners. For low-level
beginners, zero level, these are too difficult.
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But if you are watching this video now, if you understand 70 percent or 75 percent you are not a
beginner. If you understand you’re not a beginner – you are intermediate at least. Probably you
are advanced. So if you’re watching this video – if you understand mostly these lessons will be
good for you.
Alright let’s see. More questions. Okay good question. This person says, “I’m a little confused
about the original, success, learn real English and Power English lessons. Can you explain how
to manage them?” Yeah good question. So we have all these different lessons, right?
Well first we have some different teachers so maybe that’s some confusion. So let me talk about
my lessons only. So just me – just A.J. I only have three. I have my original lessons. That’s a
complete set of lessons. You can buy them now for like what? Thirty-four; thirty-lesson set.
Something like that. And it has the vocabulary, mini story, point of view, main article. You can
read on my homepage. Those are my original lessons.
And those are really my main lessons now – until now. Then I have what I call Success lessons
and these are just business. These are lessons only about business. So my success lessons –
they’re not for everybody, right? Everybody is not interested in business or business English.
So only if you want business information – only if you want business information should you get
my Success lessons. If you don’t care about business English, if you don’t care about business,
do not get my Success lessons. They’re not for. I’m just being honest. They’re not for you,
okay?
Finally I have my new ones – Power English – coming soon. So Power English, they are for
everybody and actually eventually Power English will replace my original lessons. So I will sell
Power English one day – probably July 17th. Then I will stop selling them. They will be
finished for maybe a couple months.
And finally I will finish selling the original lessons. So the original lessons bye bye – you will
never get them again. They will be gone. Why? Because I think Power English is just higher
quality. You know I have video in Power English, the audio, the sound quality is better because I
used a professional sound studio this time.
So I will give you a few more months to get the original lessons if you want them. And they’re
good; they’re great. Everybody loves them. But after that good-bye original lessons. They will
be gone – no more original lessons. After that I will start selling Power English again at the
normal price - $150.00 and then I will only have Power English. Good-bye original lessons.
So I hope that explains my lessons. So those are mine – just mine. Now we have other teachers
too. So we have another company – it’s actually a different company called Learn Real English.
That company has three teachers. Me, Kristin Dodds who’s my best friend, and Joe Weiss who
is another very good friend. So we three together we made some lessons.
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Those lessons are for English. Very relaxed street English. The kind of English you hear on the
street in San Francisco, for example. Most of the lessons that really Kristin and Joe did most of
those lessons. I did maybe 20 percent and they did the rest. And we use real conversations in
those lessons. What we did is we called our friends, we called each other and then we recorded
the conversations and then we make lessons to teach you a lot of slang, a lot of idioms.
So Learn Real English – it’s really slang and idioms. I recommend usually start with Effortless
English. Start with my original lessons or soon you can start with Power English. So start with
Power English then add Learn Real English if you want to.
Okay – that was a long answer. Sorry. I know it’s a little confusing all these different lessons so I
hope that is – I hope that helps. I hope you can understand now. Okay so let’s see. Okay a
couple of people said, “Okay A.J. I understand 90 percent when you talk but I cannot talk
automatically yet.” And then Hadsam1 he says, “Yeah I’m the same.”
Okay. Well here’s my answer. You need to listen more. It’s not enough just to understand.
Remember, one of the seven rules – one of my seven rules is deep learning. And this is so, so
important. It’s not enough just to understand one time, right? Sometimes people buy my lessons
and then they say, “A.J. I understand Lesson #1 – Lesson Set #1. So can I just listen one day and
on the next day I will listen to a new lesson set?”
So I say of course you can do it. You can do anything you want – you are adults; your choice.
But I think you should not do it. Even if it’s easy. Even if you understand 100 percent you
should listen to the same lesson set for seven days, every day. Day 1, day 2, day 3 – one week.
At least one week.
This is deep learning. It’s so, so important. You need this deep learning for I’d say at least six
months. Sometimes more. I don’t know if Fred is with us today – Fred from France one of our
great members. On the forums – on the member forums – Fred talked about his success.
I think it was eight or nine months ago Fred got the Effortless English lessons – the original
lessons. He could not speak English well. So he wrote on the forums –he said, “I started to
listen to the lessons and I used deep learning.” And Fred, you know he said he listened to each
lesson set two week – two weeks each – every day one hour or two hours or more for two weeks.
He said one week was not enough for him; he needed two weeks. Then he said after six months
still he could not speak English automatically. And on my Web site I say six months. So Fred
was a little – he was kind of worried. He’s like, “Oh man. A.J. said six months and I’m doing
deep learning every day. Two weeks each lesson set. Six months I cannot speak automatically
yet.” So he was worried.
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But he also realized – he thought – he said, “Well I am improving. I know I’m improving. I
understand a lot more. I know I’m improving.” So he decided to continue. He said, “Okay
maybe for me – maybe I need longer than six months. So he continued. Something magic
happened after eight months. Eight months. After eight months suddenly – just suddenly – big
surprise – he started to speak English automatically.
No thinking, no translating. The English started to come out of his mouth easily, quickly,
automatically. If you are a member go to the forums now and you can read his success story.
The topic name is “Success Stories” and you can find it. His user name is Fred. Fred34 or
something like that.
So anyway it’s a great story and of course he’s very, very happy. Now he speaks English
fluently. He speaks English automatically. He’s very relaxed when he speaks. He feels strong
when he speaks. He’s very, very happy. And he loves to tell people the story and he always tells
our members the same thing.
He says, “You must learn deeply.” He recommends two weeks – I believe he recommends two
weeks for every lesson set. And I think he’s right. That’s great. More is better. It’s not a race.
You don’t need to hurry. You don’t need to go fast. Deep learning is the secret. It’s a very
powerful secret. So please – most people six months is enough. But maybe eight or nine months
but you know that’s still quite fast.
So you don’t need to trust me – believe Fred. Fred got the results. That’s how he did it. Very,
very important deep learning. Alright let’s look at our next question. Oh, great question.
Maquis says, “A.J. what about writing? We learn a lot about speaking from you. How can we
improve our writing?”
Okay this is a very common question. A lot of people ask me this question. First of all I must
say that my lessons are speaking lessons. I focus on speaking. Effortless English is a speaking
system – speaking and listening – and the reason I do that is because in school most of you
learned a lot of reading and a lot of writing.
I found that most students read quite well. Difficult stuff. They can ready my Web site for
example. But speaking is the problem and listening. So that’s why I focus on speaking and
listening. But this is a common question; it’s important. How can you improve your writing?
Well remember secrete # 3 – rule #3 – is what? Listen, listen, listen. To improve your speaking
you must listen a lot. So to improve your writing guess what? What must you do? Read. You
must read and read and read a lot. Reading is the key to great writing. What kind of reading?
This is important. Most students try to read materials, articles – they try to read things that are
too difficult. They try to read the newspaper for example or a difficult book. Or some textbook
or something – oh, terrible. You need to read easy things and a lot of easy things.
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I usually recommend Goosebumps. It’s my favorite book. I’m gonna type it in here so you can
see the spelling. It’s Goosebumps. It’s G-O-O-S-E-B-U-M-P-S. Goosebumps. Goosebumps –
that’s a series of very easy books. Easy storybooks. And they’re for American children so these
are not textbooks. These are for American children. This is real English but it’s for children
maybe 10 years old or 12 years old.
I love these books and the reason I love these books – a few reasons. Number 1 they’re cheap.
They’re really, really cheap. For $3.00 you can get them – I think $3.00 or $4.00. Another great
thing about Goosebumps – there’s a lot of ‘em. There are like 30 or 40 or 50 of these
Goosebumps books. And another great thing – they’re fun. They’re these fun stories. They’re a
little bit scary but they’re for children – not too scary.
And they’re kind of funny. But they’re great reading. And they’re very easy and relaxing
reading. So if you want to improve your writing step #1 is read, read, read a lot of these easy
books. This will help your writing so much. This is how I improved my English writing.
Some of you might know that for awhile I was a professional writer. I wrote magazine articles,
travel articles. So I wrote articles about traveling in Thailand or traveling in Asia mostly – Japan.
Mostly for a magazine called Transitions Abroad but for a few other magazines also.
But how did I learn to write? Well I didn’t learn to write from grammar rules – of course not. I
can write well because I always read a lot. When I was a child growing up from very small
through high school, through university until now always reading books. I loved storybooks.
When I was a child I loved Lord of the Rings. I read all of those Lord of the Rings books.
I loved fantasy books. I loved science fiction. My parents always would give me books. I was
reading all the time. And that’s why now I can write. I can write very well when I want to and I
did it through reading. So that’s my short answer. How to improve your writing? Read a lot of
storybooks. Read, read, read.
After you finish Goosebumps then maybe try something more difficult – maybe the Hardy Boys
and after that you can real adult novels. Oh there’s Tomoe – come in Tomoe and say hi. My
wife is here. I want her to say hello really quickly. Hello. “Hi.” Say hello – hey this is Tomoe.
“Hello. How are you?” “Hi.”
Oh she brought me the books. So these are some books I recommend. This is a Goosebumps
book. Goosebumps – the writer, R.L. Stine. There are a lot of these books and they’re very
cheap. Next, the Hardy Boys. These are like mystery books for young adults – for older
children. They’re very good. When I was a child – when I was like elementary school and
middle school I read these books.
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My parents bought me a big set of 30 Hardy Boys books and I read every one. I loved them.
And here’s another one – for girls but you know boys liked ‘em too: Nancy Drew. Also mystery
books. These are very famous books. There are a lot of them. Nancy Drew maybe 30 or 40 or
50 Nancy Drew books. [There are 56 titles in the original ND series published starting in 1930.
Subsequent books bring the total to 175]
Your writing will improve a lot and your reading will improve a lot. So Nancy Drew. These are
all great books. They’re fun, easy reading. No stress, no worry. Thank you, darling. Alright so
that’s reading and writing. Let’s see some other questions. You can ask me more questions.
We’re already over the time. I said 30 minutes but let’s go longer why not?
I love you guys and I want to help you out so let’s answer some more questions. Let’s see. “A.J.
this is George from Hungary. Are you planning to focus on business English in the future?”
Good question. Probably – I’m not planning to make more business English lessons in the near
future. No I’m not. So I have one set – my Success Business lessons. For now that’s enough
from me.
Now those are not normal business English lessons so you should know this. If you are
interested in business English. My lessons – they really teach business not just English. And
they teach really entrepreneur – it means small business. So my business English lessons, they
focus on small business. They focus on Internet business.
They’re not for everyone really. They’re not for everyone. If you want the small business – if
you have a small business – maybe you might want to have a small, part-time Internet business,
my Success Business English lessons are fantastic. You will love them. I teach you exactly how
to do it.
But if you want more normal business lessons – like just normal business vocabulary for big
companies and meetings don’t get my lessons. Don’t get my business English lessons. They’re
not good for that. “You have a pretty wife.” Oh thank you. I think she’s pretty too. Yes, she’s
great. Thank you for that nice comment.
But I do have some good news. My father, George Hoge, he is making business English lessons.
And my father is more of a normal guy. He worked for IBM for, I don’t know, 20 years and he
has a master’s degree in business. So he is making kind of normal business vocabulary lessons,
you know for big companies, normal business meetings – that kind of stuff.
So I don’t know if he’s finished. I talked to him a few weeks ago. His Web site was still having
some problems. He’s still trying to get the Web site to work and I’m trying to help him so when
he finishes I’ll send an e-mail with a link and you guys can join his e-mail if you want and can
learn about that. So that’s business English.
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Okay great question. Alberto Salito again, “How about an American accent? How can we get an
American accent?” Good question. And of course you want an American accent and not a
British accent. Just joking. How can you get an accent? How can you improve your accent?
Well in my advanced e-mail newsletter I recommend a program called American Accent
Training.
I don’t get money from this program, it’s not my program but let me write it. American Accent
Training and it’s by Anne Cook – the woman’s name, and I like this program. Anne – I can’t
remember – Anne Cook, C-O-O-K. So that’s my favorite program for accent training. American
Accent Training. You can buy it on Amazon.com. I don’t know but definitely you can go to – oh
someone says it’s boring – they don’t like it. Okay sorry. It’s the only one I know. American
Accent Training.
So basically why I like it – maybe it is a little boring I guess but the thing I like about it is it
focuses on intonation. What is intonation? That is really the most important thing for accent
training. And you know you don’t need Anne Cook’s training. You can do this with a movie. It’s
more fun to do it with a movie actually.
Intonation is the music of English so if you don’t hear the words only the music. For example
[mumbles]. That is intonation, right? That’s intonation. That’s the music. You did not
understand my words but you can hear the kind of uh-uh, uh-uh. Sometimes up, sometimes
down. Sometimes loud, sometimes soft. That’s intonation. It’s the music of English.
That is the key to pronunciation. Don’t focus on one word. Everybody worries about R and L if
you’re Asian, maybe Japanese for example. That’s not so important. Intonation – the music – is
more important for accents. So focus on that music. And if you don’t like American Accent
Training by Anne Cook use a movie. What you do is you watch a movie. Just like two minutes
– some actor you like or actress.
Then rewind, so back, play it again and pause and try to copy the actor’s intonation – the music.
Don’t worry about the meaning. Pretend you are an actor. Pretend you are Will Smith for
example or pretend you are Clint Eastwood or Julia Roberts. Try to sound exactly like them.
Use your body the same. Same voice. Everything. Same face. Everything the same like the
actor or actress.
Do this every day and maybe just 20 minutes is enough. Practicing that music – that sound of the
language. And after a few months your accent will get better and better and better. So that’s my
best suggestion for pronunciation and accent. Alright I think I have tome for one more. One
more question. Type your questions now. This is the last chance. Okay let’s see. Let me read
here.
Okay good question. I need to get somebody new here. And Soleil no you weren’t rude you said
it was just my opinion that Anne Cook was boring. It is a little boring honestly. I think it’s a
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little boring too. It’s just kind of these exercises, right? So honestly Anne Cook’s program
American Accent Training – it is a little boring if you do it too much. That’s why I recommend
only 15 minutes a day – a short time – or really more fun and cheaper, just use a movie.
Rent your favorite DVD; buy your favorite actor’s DVD and use that. In fact in some ways
that’s better because you can see their face and their body so you can copy the face and the body
also. So you know I many ways that’s probably the best answer for pronunciation is movies.
Find an actor you like, an American actor or if you want a British accent find a Brit. Copy Hugh
Grant or something. So no worries. I think that movies are really fantastic way to practice
pronunciation and intonation. Alright so last question. We’ve got one more question. Let’s try
to get somebody new to ask a question. Okay this is Derek – I think Derek87. I’ll answer your
question.
“What is going to be the content of the new lesson? Conversations, articles – what’s the content
of Power English?” Okay there’s our last question for today. The content is really – it’s more
me talking. It’s not real conversations like real English but it’s me talking naturally,
spontaneously. So with my Power English lessons I’m not reading an article. No reading.
I went to a studio with a microphone and I just started talking. Talking, talking, talking
sometimes slowly sometimes fast. Just talking naturally, spontaneously about my favorite topics.
So let me give you an example of the topics. There are a lot of topics about psychology;
motivation. For example how can you feel stronger? How can you feel better? How can you
feel happier?
I talk a lot about success in your life. How can you be more successful in your life? I talk about
health. How can you have more physical energy? So a lot of people notice that I have a lot of
energy. It’s true, right? I’m 41 years old but I feel like I’m 20 or 18. in fact a lot of 20-year-old
people have less energy than me.
When I was teaching younger people in San Francisco I was always amazed – I was surprised.
They were 18, they were 20 years old but I had a lot more energy than them. So how? Why do I
have a lot of energy? Well it’s because I do a lot of things. I take care of my body. I take care of
my mind. I take care of my emotions.
So in Power English I tell you how. How can you have more physical energy? How can you be
more healthy? How can you have more emotional energy? So I want you to have a better life in
general. So that’s one purpose – one reason for Power English. Yes you are learning. You’re
learning a lot of English – a lot of great, natural speaking. I’ve got the extra videos this time.
Of course my favorite lessons – the mini stories. Every lesson set has a mini story – over 30
mini stories. Yes, the point of view grammar stories of course, of course. The commentaries –
all that good stuff. But also some really positive great topics and I use a lot of energy this time.
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When I’m recording those lessons I have a lot of energy. I was jumping. I was moving;
sometimes shouting when did the Power English lessons.
So when you listen to these Power English lessons you’re gonna get energy. My goal? If you
are tired, if you’re a little bored you will start listening to Power English and BOOM! You will
wake up. You’re gonna feel instant energy – immediate energy. My job is to teach you English.
My job is to also give you a lot of great, positive energy. My job is to make you feel happy, to
feel wonderful.
Why? Because my job is to serve you, not just teach you some words. You can learn a couple
words anywhere. My job is to make you feel happy, strong, healthy and fantastic when you use
English. I want you to speak quickly, easily, automatically. I want you to feel strong and happy
when you’re speaking. So that’s a big goal. That’s what my purpose is with Power English and
in general that is my purpose.
That is why I am an English teacher. And I should say one more thing. Yes, there will be
idioms. Definitely. We have idioms in Power English. Idioms and some slang. You’ll learn real
English not textbook English. I don’t teach textbook English. I hate it – I don’t like it. So no
textbook English – only real English. Alright? Great. Alright.
Finally I want to say thank you because I don’t know why but I’m very lucky. If you go to the
member forums when you get my lessons you know you can become a lifetime member of the
forums. You’re a lifetime member of the Effortless English Club and you go there and you meet
all these other members and you know what? They’re all fantastic.
I mean it’s amazing. All of our members. They’re so friendly. They have a lot of energy and
they’re helpful. They love to help each other. Usually someone will ask a question – another
member will answer it before me. Our great members like Inca and Fred and Nadia and Jan and
so many. They will answer the question before I do and usually their answer is better than mine
so it’s great.
And too when we have a new member everybody’s so friendly They help them. They say hello.
So I’m very lucky because I have the best students in the world – that’s you. You guys are
fantastic, you’re great. My job is easy. I’m teaching the best. I’m teaching the best people in the
world so of course I’m happy. Of course I have energy. That’s why I’m always smiling. That’s
why I’m crazy when I teach.
That’s why I love teaching because I love you. You are the best. So finally let me just say thank
you. Thank you for being just great, wonderful people and fantastic students. This is great. I
love doing these Webinars. It’s so great to get your questions. I’m sorry – I know I missed some
questions. I can’t answer all of them but go to the Web site and leave a comment.
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If I missed your question today leave a comment on the Web site. I read every comment.
Sometimes I can’t answer all of them I’m so busy – especially now I’m busy with the new
lessons trying to finish them. But I do read them all and I love to hear from you. Your
comments make me very, very happy – that’s why I’m always energetic. That’s why I love
teaching.
So thanks again. This has been fantastic. I hope you enjoyed it. I love you guys and I will see
you again. Thank you again. Thank you so much. Bye bye. Have a great day. Have a great
night. Bye.
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